Ultrasound myocardial integrated backscatter signal processing: frequency domain versus time domain.
In the literature, different forms of measuring the ultrasound power returned by myocardial tissue are reported. Frequency domain methods will give the maximum frequency information, whereas time domain methods are limited in bandwidth, but more practical to realize. It was the purpose of this study to compare the various methods of signal processing. High frequency ultrasound signals from a pig's myocardium, digitally recorded during normal contractile performance, were analyzed by six different methods of signal processing to obtain estimates of backscatter power. The myocardial tissue characterization parameters studied were the integrated power as well as its cyclic variation during the cardiac cycle. A total number of 8109 ultrasound traces obtained in 16 pigs were processed. The study included three signal processing methods in the frequency domain: frequency compensated integrated backscatter calculated over both a large (4 MHz, method 1) as well as a small frequency bandwidth (2 MHz, method 2) and uncompensated integrated backscatter (method 3), and three methods in the time domain: high frequency signal squared and integrated (method 4), mean rectified signal level (method 5) and mean signal level after logarithmic compression and envelope detection (method 6). The random measurement variation (including beat-to-beat variation) was analyzed as well as the paired differences of the backscatter parameters obtained by the respective methods as compared with the only theoretically correct method in the time domain (method 4). The magnitudes of the random measurement variation expressed as a standard deviation (SD) were comparable (range 0.93-1.2 dB) except for method 6 (0.61 dB), where the measurement variation is decreased by the logarithmic compression.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)